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Ramayana For Children
Adhering faithfully to ValmikiÕs RAMAYANA, the oldest version of RamaÕs story
composed in Sanskrit about two and a half thousand years ago, Arshia Sattar
distils the great Indian epic in this beautifully told and sumptuously illustrated
edition
Artist and veteran Pixar animator Sanjay Patel lends a lush, whimsical illustration
style and lighthearted voice to one of Hindu mythology's best-loved and most
enduring tales. Teeming with powerful deities, love-struck monsters, flying
monkey gods, magic weapons, demon armies, and divine love, Ramayana tells
the story of Rama, a god-turned-prince, and his quest to rescue his wife Sita after
she is kidnapped by a demon king. This illustrated tale features over 100 colorful
full-spread illustrations, a detailed pictorial glossary of the cast of characters who
make up the epic tale, and sketches of the work in progress. From princesses in
peril to gripping battles, scheming royals, and hordesof bloodthirsty demons,
Ramayana is the ultimate adventure storypresented with an unforgettably
modern touch.
The Ramayana is perhaps one of the best known epics in the world which
transcends all barriers of time, caste, creed and space. The reason for
Ramayana's great popularity is that it is one story entwined in so many amazing
stories woven so beautifully that not even for a moment you feel out of place. It
takes you on a journey beyond comprehension. Ramayana is the tale of Rama,
the prince of Ayodhya. It tells the story of Prince Rama's birth, childhood, exile,
and struggle to rescue his faithful wife Sita from the clutches of Demon Ravan
and his reclaiming of the throne of Ayodhya. Throughout the centuries, countless
versions of the Ramayana have been produced in numerous formats and
languages for readers of all ages. But previous English versions have been either
too short to capture the magnitude of the original or too bulky to finish in one
sitting. Now Seema Gupta has rendered the tale in simple and lucid language
that conveys all the beauty and excitement of the original, while making this
spiritual and literary classic accessible to a new generation of readers, specially
the teenagers. Presented beautifully with high resolution black & white
illustrations, this vivid and vibrant presentation of the epic is a perfect read for
children of all ages. The epic, presented in a Graded Reader style, is divided into
various sections (Kand) and chapters.
The Ramayana Is One Of The Best-Known Epics In The World, The Tale Of
Rama, The Prince Of Ayodhya. In This Vividly Told, Brilliantly Funny Version For
Children, This Ancient Story Takes On A New Life. The Traditional Ingredients
Are All There Adventure And Excitement, Love, War And Monkeys, ShapeChanging Demons And Monsters, Crossing Oceans And Carrying Mountains,
And An Infinite Number Of Stories Within Stories. But It Is Rendered
Contemporary By The Freshness And Vitality Of Bulbul S Retelling, And By Vivid
And Dramatic Illustrations By K.P. Sudesh, One Of The Most Compelling Young
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Artists Of Today
Skrajšana verzija Valmikijeve Ramajane.
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Ages 3 to 6 years. Ramayana is the most important epic of ancient India. It is an account of the
life of Rama and his family. On the command of his father, Rama went to exile for fourteen
years with his spouse, Sita, and younger brother, Lakshamana. In the forest, Sita was
abducted by demon king Ravana. A fierce battle ensued between them. Ramayana for
Children, the book in your hands, has great stories from Ramayana all written in easy and plain
language with eye-catching illustrations. With all its exceptional features, the book is very
motivating and knowledgeable for all.
Ramayana for ChildrenJuggernaut Books
"Characters portrayed in the epics Ramayana & the Mahabharata have been the cherished
heritage of the whole Hindu world for the last several thousand years and form the basis of
their thought and of their moral and ethical ideas. In fact, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata
are the two encyclopedias of the ancient Aryan life and wisdom, portraying an ideal civilization
which humanity has yet to aspire for" - Swami VivekanandaRamayan is the story of Lord
Ramachandra. The epic, in verse, the story of Shri ram was written by the great Sanskrit poet
Valmeeki. it is acclaimed as a priceless heritage of India. The epic is found either in the form of
poetry or prose in almost all important languages of India. Ramayan has won an intimate place
in the hearts of the indians. It may be said that as long as man lives Ramayan lives on.In our
efforts to bring classic Indian literature to the Kindle and other modern platforms, we have
attempted to retell this story in simple language. This is the second and the concluding part
contains the details about the war. The stories are kept simple and illustrated with pictures for
children to understand.Lord Rama was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu and is called as Maryada
Purushottam. His reign is treated as the golden period in human history. God always guides
and leads the righteous and virtuous. The one whose life is guided and guarded by God
himself has nothing to fear. May the teachings of the Ramayana be the guiding light in your
life.
Visual Ramayana contains pictorial narration of Ramayana. Starting from Rama's birth to
kingship. There are descriptions associated with each of the painting. The intention of this book
is to reach children understand the famous epic and learn the morals.
One of the world’s oldest and best-loved tales, now retold and illustrated in thrilling detail for
readers of all ages. Rama pulled the splendid arrow out of his quiver. It had been given to him
long ago by the sage Agastya who had told him that he could use it only once and only for a
great enemy. The incomparable arrow held the wind in its feathers, the sun and the moon in its
shining tip, the earth in its shaft and the power of the doomsday fire in its flight. Ramayana—an
unforgettable tale of love, adventure, flying monkeys and god acting in the world of
humans—has been treasured by readers around the world for thousands of years. Now in an
authoritative, gripping retelling by the renowned Ramayana scholar Arshia Sattar, readers
have a new chance to explore this classic’s riches. Rama is a brave young prince who is
forced into exile. His brother Lakshmana and his wife, the beautiful princess Sita, loyally follow
him into the depths of the mysterious forest, where they encounter strange and dangerous
creatures. None is as terrifying as Ravana, the ten-headed demon king who kidnaps Sita and
takes her to a fortified city in the middle of the ocean. To rescue her, Rama enlists the help of
hundreds of thousands of magical monkeys and bears to fight the demon army and win her
back. Even the gods gather to witness the harrowing battle. Will Rama and his friends prevail,
and will Sita return to him? Only these captivating pages will tell…
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Retelling of the Ramayana for children.

Ramayana is an Indian epic about Lord Rama and his wife Sita. Rama despite
being the prince of Ayodhya lived in exile for 14 years to honor his father's words.
Ramayana for Kids captures Rama's life and quest to rescue his beloved wife
Sita from the clutches of Ravana with the help of Lakshmana and Hanuman. The
book is a shortened version of Ramayana with eye-catching illustrations and high
vocabulary. This is a perfect book to introduce kids aged 3-7 years to Indian
mythology.
Adaptation of the R?m?ya?a by V?lm?ki for children.
Story of R?ma (Hindu deity).
Why buy this book? Is there anything that makes this book different from other
versions of the Ramayana? Indeed, there is. This book is simple, short, and easy
to read. Since the book is written by a young person, it is child-friendly. This book
includes almost everything that an unabridged version of a Ramayana has. This
book has fine illustrations by the author himself and includes a detailed glossary
that enhances the reading experience.
Presents the story told by Valmiki, a poet from India, about the adventures and heroic deeds of
the warrior prince, Rama, the human incarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu.
The Ramayana is the story of an Indian prince named Rama which was originally written in
Sanskrit by Valmiki. The Mahabharat, the story of a Royal Family quarrel, was also written in
Sanskrit by Vyas Muni.
Ramayana is one of the most popular epics in the world, having been translated into various
languages. It is a tale of Ram, the prince of Ayodhya, who was banished to the forest for 14
years. To honour his father's word, he agreed to be exiled without any murmur or rancour. In
the forest, Ram, his wife Sita and his brother Lakshman met saints, new friends and strange
foes. Each day brought new adventures. But their spartan, yet happy life was spoilt when
Ravan of Lanka, the king of demons, abducted Sita. To rescue her, Ram enlisted the help of
the vanar sena (monkey army) of Hanuman. In that battle many heroes died and new ones had
come alive. The book Ramayana Tales for Children is a compilation of 40 one-page stories for
children. Language used is plain and simple. Each story unfolds the way original epic
proceeds. Long details have been dispensed with while retaining the essence that children can
easily grasp. The stories come with realistic caricature based illustrations to retain interest of
young readers. In this vividly told vibrant version for children, the ancient epic unfolds many
unpredictable twists and turns. The traditional ingredients are all there - adventure and
excitement, love and war and an infinite number of stories within stories, as are the traditional
characters - monkeys, who cross a sea to lay floating bridge and also carry on their finger lifegiving herbs found only on a mountain, besides shape-changing demons and monsters of
many varieties. The epic has been rendered traditional and contemporary by the freshness and
vitality of the author J.M.Mehta and exuberant illustrations that retain the interest of children till
the last.
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